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ABSTRACT
Very little work is found in the literature for recognition of Indian language scripts. We have work on graphics separation &
text segmentation for Gujarati language documents.
Text/graphics separation aims at segmenting the document into two layers: a layer assumed to contain text and a layer
containing graphical objects. In this paper, we propose method of choosing right threshold to extract text from graphics. We
consider connected component characteristics to differentiate between text and graphics. It is based on the observation that
connected components of graphics are comparatively larger than text. Experimental results show that while removing
graphics, no damage on connected components of text in the image. Segmentation is one of the most difficult tasks in digital
image processing. In which each character of the document has to be identified individually.

Keywords - connected components, graphics separation, minimum bounding box (MBB), and segmentation.
INTRODUCTION

II. CHARACTRISTICS OF GUJARATI SCRIPT

OCR software for Gujarati Language is almost in final
stage of development after the continuous hard work for
many years but there are several challenges which have to
be solved.
Challenges:- Gujarati OCR has been currently in
development but faces many challenges that reduce its
efficiency.-In some kind of books, there are characters
having irregular thickness. Hence, problem occurs due to
Broken and merged characters in document images pose
serious challenges for recognition accuracy.If these
problems can be reduced by any means, then overall
efficiency can be increase by up to 10-15% a now
-There are graphics related issues; Which reduces this
system’s efficiency.
-Recognition of handwritten document is difficult one,
because different persons have their own writing style. New
systems have been developed for that which is known as
ICRS.
-There are problems of fusion of different languages
includes in single document Like: English & Gujarati or
Sanskrit & Gujarati
The document image generated as input to OCR may be
subjected to various operations to remove the artifacts and
enhance the image quality so that subsequent processes give
expected results. Thresholding (or binarization) & graphics
removal are complex challenges during pre-processing
stage. Documents containing graphics is one of the
challenges to develop OCR (Optical character recognition
system). It reduces OCR efficiency rapidly. Graphics has
not uniform shape or design, it always varies. So in our
database we have no data about any particular graphics.
That is why it is necessary to remove graphics for better
result of OCR, output of which is editable text.

As other Indian languages the character set of Gujarati
comprises of 36 consonants, 12 vowel and 6 signs, 12
dependent vowel signs, 10 digits. The consonants can be
combined with the vowels and can form compound
characters as shown in Fig 1.
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Fig. 1

A word may be formed by combining the basic character(s),
which may by combined with vowel(s). Sometimes the
conjunct consonants may also form part of the word.
Collection of words will form a line and collection of lines
will form text.
Fig. 2 shows a line of Gujarati text, which can be considered
as being logically divided into three horizontal parallel lines
[3].The base line, the imaginary line separating the middle
and lower zone on which consonants and independent
vowels are written (Middle zone).
The line below the base line, used for writing dependent
(lower) vowels (Lower Zone).
The line above the mean line, used for writing dependent
(upper) vowels (Upper zone).
A typical example of zoning is shown in Fig
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 Remove label which has number of connected
components above threshold limit, which is
graphics
B. Segmentation
We have to identify each character individually. Once this is
done we find top four co-ordinates around the character.
After that we make the MBR around the rectangle
Segmentation

While trying to remove graphics from an image, we had to
consider some parameters like consonants, vowels,
conjuncts, symbols and their combitions. Other from
Gujarati Script it should identify as graphics.

Algorithm for segmentation method as follows:
 Convert image into binary image
 Labeling of the image
 Find the maximum number of labels in the image
 Sequence the labels in the image
 Find the co-ordinates for each label
 Make MBB around the label

III. CONNECTED COMPONENT LABELING
Connected component labeling (alternatively connected
component analysis) is an algorithmic application of graph
theory, where subsets of connected components are uniquely
labeled based on a given heuristic. Some of the graph
theoretic concepts used in this in this algorithm are
Adjacency & Connectivity. These concepts are deﬁned in
the context of digital images [4].

IV. PROPOSED METHODS
A. Graphics removal
Constituent strokes of the characters are usually short
segments in comparison with those of graphics[2].We use
connected component characteristics to differentiate
between text and graphics. We decide threshold to remove
large graphics from the image. This is the major cause of
reduction of OCR efficiency. First we convert an image into
a binary image. Binarized image is the output of
thersholding method. We use Otsu[4] method to decide
threshold value for binarization.
Graphics Removal
Algorithm for binarized image as input is as below:
 Labeling the binarized image
 Find the max number of labels
 Find the number of connected component for each
label
 Make them in ascending order
 Set the threshold value at that label above which
there is rapid change after consecutive difference
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In the results of segmentation, efficiency reduces only due
to problem of broken and merge characters.
* means images having no broken or merge characters
** means images having least broken or merge characters
***means images having blur, having more broken or merge
characters then B-type
**** means images having blur, low illumination, large
number of broken or merge characters then C-type

V.

CONCLUSION

In the current work, we have developed a fairly accurate
text/graphics separation methodology then the method used
for Gujarati Language, a now. Large graphics can be easily
removed. This algorithm has limitation to remove small
graphics as in result because while we trying to set lower
threshold limit, the modifiers are also removed. This method
also removes texts that connect to graphic. So, shows the
limitation of graphics removal method. On other side
segmentation methods is efficient and generate exact MBB
around the character for extract. Problems are seen only on
broken or merge characters where connected components
not exactly represent any character or modifier.

VI.

FUTURE SCOPE

Further moving on from graphics removal method, other
method can be included in addition so that to remove small
graphics. Segmentation method to deal with broken and
merge character can be developed. That will overall increase
the OCR’s efficiency.
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